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Abstract: This paper is to study how to provide smart services by analyzing each
service history based on Cloud computing in smart cities. Normally, users use each
smart device to receive their services while they stay in a place. In case they move and
visit to other place, the system prepares the service based on their services history. At
that time, although the users had visited and had services in past, this visiting may
ask other services. Then the existing system usually generates new service, and next it
provides the service to the user. However, this method is inefficient, because the system
has to accept the number of process whenever all users request the service. In this
paper, it suggests the smart service model that it keeps users’ services history, which
had used them while the user stays to a place. The system catches the user’s visiting
with the user’s contexts in the smart device. The model considers their plan/purpose
based on old services, and it decides if they modifies them by editing extra services. It
calls the system optimization and the suggesting method shows better efficiency after
experimenting.
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1 Introduction

There are many smart buildings in a smart city, and each building try to pro-

vide active and intelligent services to residents and visitors with their smart de-

vice while they stay in all places [Bifulco et al., 2016, Nguyen and Jung, 2018].

However, when they generate all services, they don’t consider their situations

to those services [Gaur et al., 2015, Hong and Jung, 2018]. Also while they re-

ceive the services, they may be moving between places. Usually, users use each

smart device to have their services available while they stay on some places.

In case they may move and visit to other place, the system changes the ser-

vices based on their services history. Then existing system usually generates

new service and provide them to users [Fok et al., 2008, Jung, 2017]. However,

this method is not efficient, because the system has to accept the number of

process whenever all users request the service. In this paper, the system catches

the user’s visiting with the user’s contexts in the smart device. The model con-

siders their plan/purpose based on old services, and it decides if they modifies

them by editing extra services. In this study, it concerns the locations of a

smart device, user’s movement, and where they had visited with received ser-

vices [Deakinet al., 2011, Nguyen and Jung, 2017]. That is, it tries to analysis

the relationship of the services. To analysis that, it also studies real-space and

cyber-space, because users receive all services from smart devices (in cyber-

space) in real-space, so it is important to understand two spaces. The smart

service model, that we suggests, contains its location catch and context con-

ditions. Finally, the smart service model generates the smart services by using

them.

This paper consist of following section, it defines smart services in smart city

in section 2, section 3 contains a smart service model, the analysis results are in

section 4, and section 5 is focused on conclusion.

2 Smart Services in Smart Cities

Smart City consists of a building, residents, and system between building and its

residents [Poslad et al., 2015, Lee and Jung, 2017]. IT system contains various

IoT devices like vehicles which drive on the high-way, and Users on a pub-

lic street between buildings or in a place such as home [Pastor et al., 2001,

Mance et al., 2010]. The users can move from place to place by vehicles, bikes

or on foot with their smart devices. The building where they stay has spe-

cial characteristics such as its a shape, size (high, width, and wide and so

on) [Abbott et al., 2010, Baldauf et al., 2007]. Other buildings have each unique

conditions and characteristics. However, all buildings have a common network

system, common electronic/gas systems including water system. The systems in

the all building operate the same way to residents or to users. Each of them
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has a different plan and a different purpose why they visit or stay in the area.

The applications in the network systems in the all buildings can be based on

IoT applications [Yovanof et al., 2009, Bello-Orgaz et al., 2016]. There were no

networking systems in past years, so when to transfer a signal to other place,

they normally used animals, light, flags or human. On the other hand, these

days, we use network system to share or to exchange our information. Also the

system could keep all information which they had used, then they can be used

for future by following system’ or users’ requests. Surely to know their location

(physical space and cyber space) should be first process to prepare the services

[Starns et al.,, 2008]. As it says, they have a smart devices, and they use them

to receive services. That is, they are on the street or in a building physically,

however they search what they want with the smart devices by using network

system, which is a cyber-space. So to provide the information to provide the ser-

vices to users, that they catch them in cyber-space, it is important to know the

physical place where they are [Komninos and Nicos, 2011]. Various applications

have been developing with smart devices to use them in our life, for example, an

app to control or to share all electronic devices in home or in a building. User

can receive all signals via the application while they are away. In the building,

it is hard to cover the signal by only one AP, so many APs have dispersed to

interconnect them. By interconnecting each other, they communicate the signal,

and with the same process they can catch the users’ location. The functions with

smart devices in a smart city are next;

• The system catches users’ plan.

• The system analysis users’ future plan.

• The system predicts users’ next behaviour and next movement with analysis

result.

• The system creates a community of users, who have similar agenda, by un-

derstanding users’ relationship with each other plans, each future plan, each

behaviour and movement.

3 Smart Service Model

To design the smart service model(SSM), the system has to trace the contexts

[Deakinet al., 2011]. To realize users’ plan and users’ behaviour on users’ loca-

tion, it can consider all attributes of the context. All moving objects have their

attribute such as time(t) and speed(sp); also they have their attributes like lo-

cation(x, y, h), security(s) including their plan (p) that they input in the smart

device [Fig.1]. Usually they receive the services based on this information from

the networks while they move following plan (p). However, the servers, networks

and smart devices should know all users, attributes, such as their plans or their

speed etc, to provide new generating services. The (SSM) consists of all attribute

(x, y, h, t, sp, s, p) to generate new services.
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Figure 1: Smart Service Flow

3.1 Concept

All Services in a smart city have to provide the optimized services to users by

using only limited resources. At that same time, they should consider the social

relationships between all users who are sharing their contexts such as their plans.

However, all users have different plans, even if they are on the same street in a

same place/space. For example, there will be a place to work for workers, or to

shop for visitors and so on. It means that although they are in/on same place,

they can feel differently (one place may have multiple meanings). In addition,

all services that are in a space usually should be adapted and evolved from all

users’ requirements, because their requests will be changed according to social

relationships and demands. Therefore, the smart city accepts all demands to

offer the best services.

3.2 Smart Service Model

There are many people in a space and a place (ex., on a street, in a shopping

center, a school and other public buildings); however, they may have why they

are there. In this case, each person surely wants to get individualized special

services. However, to provide each service to each person is almost not possible.

For example, we can assume that some guests visit to a home. Although each

person is in the same place, family members will feel comfortable. On the other

hand, some guests may feel a little bit strange. In addition, the house is just

private family area, but it turns for a special area for guests when they have a

meeting to talk about their issues. All meanings of spaces are going to move from

a private area to a special area. A Public park can be an another example. all

workers think that the park is just the workplace, but all persons who are walking
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inside will consider that the park is just a place to rest. Therefore, although they

are in the same place, some people take it to work and some people can think of

it as resting place. Therefore, one space can keep multiple-meanings according

to time flow or at the same time. This theory is involved in each service for

each person who wants to receive services at their current location. In addition,

each service should consider social relationships for each person who shares its

place where keeps multiple-meanings and they have to get the optimized services

with all resources in a limited space by their requests. SSM consists of Service

Continuity, Service Relationship, Service Merge, Services Disappear.

• Service Continuity: Generally, users register their plans in a smart device

such as an appointment, shopping list and so on by including their visiting place

[Niemimaa et al., 2013]. Next it begins to search the old service with (tp, p) if

there are similar services in old service history. It infers the expecting services

based on analysis result from old service history which had provided them in

terms of plan (uplan). Also the new service has to consider the satisfaction of

the old service if how much the user was satisfied with the service. This is very

important step because it is related with increasing the accuracy of the service

and decreasing of the service updating time. It calls service continuity and The

Fig.2 shows the service continuity.

Figure 2: Service Sustainability

• Service Relativity: After registering their plan in a smart device, why they

are visiting, then they plan to move to other place to fallow their next plans

[Niemima and Marko, 2015]. As soon as the user registers his or hers plan, the

connected system begins the process to generate the optimized services with their

plan and try to offer the services. Even the users, which will visit the same place,

they register their plan in case finding a old service which has the same or similar

plans. After few seconds or few minutes, it may find exactly matched service or

similar service or fully different service with the current plan between when

they had visited and when they are visiting. No matter how much they match

exactly, similar, or fully different one, just the system provides the services by
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updating the users’ service (S#user) based on the information about old services

from services history. In addition, they can modify between the old services

and the expected services in the system because the services is defined by the

contexts that the users registered. Because the system keeps the old contexts, the

system can modify and update them which contains user location(uloc), purpose

location(puloc), current time(t), meeting time(tp), old service history(slist), user

plan(uplan), each item define each meaning.

Algorithm 1 Contexts Structure

1: c#=(uloc, t, tp, slist, uplan)

2: uloc=(ux, uy, uh)

3: ploc=(px, py, ph)

4: t=(th, tm, ts)

5: tp=(tph, tpm, ts)

6: slist=(s1, s2,..., sn)

7: uplan=(up1, up2,..., upn)

8:

9: while context 6= 0 do

10: NOTICEu ← Disappear(Sn)

11: CONFIRM M(u)

12: KILL(Sn)

13: end while

• Services Merge: The fig. 3 shows the three services to explain how to merge

the services. First, in case 1, there are S1(c1, c2, c3)) and S2(c2, c3, c4) in

old services. Now, the user needs S which has to include (c2, c3) with (c4).

Therefore, to generate S with (c2, c3) and (c4), the system begins to generate s

with better evaluated service in S1 ∩ S2= (c1, c2). For example, in case, S1=80

and S2=70, then first it separates S1(c1, c2) by removing (c3) and add S2(c4)

after removing (c3), and finally it generates Snew(7)(c2, c3, c4). In case 2, there

are also two services; however, there are no common context. Because S1 and S2
have no common contexts, they don’t need to compare the result in old services.

S1 contains (c1, c2, c3)) and S3 has (c5, c6), new services needs (c5). Then it

generates Snew8 with (c1, c2) and (c5). In case 3, it is full merge algorithm with

full used contexts from two services. There are old two services, S1(c1, c2, c3))

and S4(c7, c8). And new service wants to use all contexts from two services.

Then the system can generate new services named S9 by fully merging (c1, c2,

c3) and (c7, c8). Therefore, S9 follows next; S9(c1, c2, c3).

• Service Separate: There are two service separate cases in this step [Fig. 4].

It tries to optimize the process time by selecting better service and by removing
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Figure 3: A service merge

useless attributes in the listed services [Paluch et al., 2013]. In case 1, it explains

the process step when it needs only (c2, c3). After choosing existing S1(c1, c2,

c3), it removes (c3) from S1, finally it generates S8. As case 2, it would be

new service generating step to context(c), the user wants to generate (c4, c5).

However, because there is no service that it has no used, it is necessary to

generate snew(9)(c4, c5).

Figure 4: A service separate

• Service Disappear: The service in the system will be stored for future use,

it updates through service merge or service separate. However, if they don’t use

over certain time, the S will be disappearing after confirming by the owner.
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3.3 Smart Service Algorithm

Smart Services(SS) has a similar mission like a cell in human’s body. Through its

growing by itself, it tries to optimize the service for users, it calls self-growing by

repeating generating, disappearing, merging, and separating. In the smart city

that has physical space and cyber space at that same time, the smart service will

become important. In addition, when it generates or separates the smart services,

it has to decide the priority(c) from the contexts first. If it makes up the smart

services under FIFO (First In, First Out) from the context in the merge, the

user cannot receive the urgent requests to the system in fig.5. Therefore, when

it consists of SMs, it has to consider the weight to the contexts. The wt would

be evaluated process sequence(ps) and service frequency(sf), wt=ps ∗ sf(u).

Figure 5: Context Priority Decision Algorithm

There is a merge process between two contexts in smart service definition

algorithm. Each context generates various information, so it follows an informa-

tion theory and has three axiom. It can be defined as I(s), therefore the smart

service algorithm follows axiom, (i) I(s) ≥ 0, (ii) I(sx,sy)=I(sx)+I(sy) which

have to be an independent event, and (iii) I(s) is continuous function to the ser-

vice (s).

(i) The amount of information is always bigger than 0.

(ii) I(sx,sy) follows I(s2)=I(sx)+I(sy)=2xyI(s)*wt

(iii) There always exists the amount of information to service (s).

4 Analysis

To define the context similarity, it makes the attribute table based on brand,

color, price, size from the contexts, and it defines the attribute value’s modifi-

cation to the similar attribute [Table 1]. And it can define the attribute table

of each context from the table 1. Table 2 is for the bag’s contexts, and the user
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Table 1: Item Attribute and Value

Item Company Brand Attribute

Bag, 1 A, 1 A, 1 Black, 1

Bag, 0.8 A, 0.9 A, 0.9 Dark Black, 0.9

Bag, 0.4 B, 0.8 B, 0.3 Black, 1

Bag, 0.5 B, 0.1 B, 0.5 Dark Black, 0.9

Table 2: Attribute Value

User Items(C1) Company(C2) Brand(C3) Prize(C4) Size(C5)

U1, S1 0.4 1 0.3 0.6 0.8

U2, S2 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.3

U3, S3 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.8

U4, S4 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.8

usually requests other services to buy, for example, the table 3 is the service

table for U(Users). It is defined in table 3, the users compare the requesting ser-

vices with the old the services, then it tries to update the service. Finally, it can

be the smart service model and it serves. The table 4 shows the merge process

between U1.S1 and U2.S4. U1.S1 defines (C1, C2, C3) and U2.S4 defines (C2,

C3, C5). U1 only needs (C2, C3) and all service of existing S1. Then, the new

service is generated as S7 which has S1(C1, C2, C3)+S4.(C2, C3, C5)-S4(C5). It

can define the smart service model by repeating the process. Table 6 shows each

amount of information for C1 through C5 after experiment. As we can see the

table, C2 has many relation with other c, so the amount of information is the

highest with 1.9095. And C5 has just 0.6931, also it has no relation with other c

but itself. Therefore, according to the result, the service model only have to do

is to follow C2 → C3 → C4 → C1 → C5 when it has to refer the services.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

It studied the smart services model to generate the optimized service for users

based on their plan inserted in a smart device in this study. The services mix,

that the users have to receive for their visit, could be similar with the old services,

like, or fully different. The smart service model generates with use of their plan

as input; however, it needs some time to create. If there are many users who

want to receive their optimized service, the processing time will be increased.

To reduce the service generating time to generate new service to user who had

visited a place in the past, the system selects the best services, which satisfied
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Table 3: User Service Table

Item Company

U1 S1(c1, c2, c3)

S2(c2, c3, c4)

U2 S3(c4, c5, c6)

S4(c2, c3, c5)

U3 S5(c7, c8, c9)

S6(c2, c4)

U4 S1(c1, c2, c3)

Table 4: Merge with U1 and U2

U1 and U2 Items(C1) Company(C2) Brand(C3) Prize(C4) Size(C5)

C1 1,- 0.7,- 0.8,- -,- -,-

C2 0.5,0.5 0.7,0.8 0.3,0.1 -,0.3 -,0.3

C3 -,0.8 -,0.9 -,0.3 -,- -,-

C4 1.- 0.3,- 0.7,- -,- -,-

C5 1,0.9 0.7,0.4 0.8,0.6 -,0.5 -,0.4

Table 5: Service(S7)

U1 and U2 Items(C1) Company(C2) Brand(C3) Prize(C4) Size(C5)

C1 1.0,1.0 0.7,0.0 0.8,0.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0

C2 0.5,0.5 1.0,1.0 0.3,0.1 0.0,0.5 0.0,0.3

C3 0.0,0.8 0.0,0.9 1.0,1.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0

C4 1.0,0.0 0.3,0.0 0.7,0.0 1.0,1.0 0.0,0.0

C5 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0 1.0,1.0

Table 6: Result(S7)

Context in S7) Amount of Information

C1 1.3751

C2 1.9095

C3 1.5449

C4 1.5391

C5 0.6931
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users in the past. Next, it provides the smart services by repeating the new

request, adding or deleting useless request in the selected service. As the result,

the smart service model could save time of services generation; on the other hand,

it has to have prepared a space to store the old services. However, it would be a

useful method in terms of providing the optimal intelligent services for visitors.

In the future, to reduce the stress, which has to prepare the space to store the

services [Bui and Jung, 2018], it needs to study the service integration with the

similar services, which were provided to other visitors.
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